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Abstract. The paper presents general aspects related to the influence of 
execution, assembly and functioning errors on the teeth profile 
modification from the spur gear in the front plane, in the case when the 
gear is fixed to the shaft in an asymmetrical position relative to the 
bearings. The numerical researches were done with FEM. 

1 General Considerations 
The spur gears have an important place among all the gears used in industry. Until today, 
many investigations have been presented about the production of the spur gears [1].  

Every manufactured gear contains certain types and magnitudes of errors depending on 
the quality level imposed. Such errors often contribute to the loaded transmission error to 
affect the meshing dynamics of gears [2].  

In the industry, gears have important application areas in the transmission of motion. 
Many different manufacturing methods have been tried out other than conventional 
methods [3]. Some researchers [4] manufactured the gear wheel by computerizing the gear 
tooth profile. Ozek et al. have investigated the possibility of manufacturing spur gears with 
CNC milling machines by the method of vertical machining [5]. Ozel [6] had investigated 
the cutting errors in the tooth profile of the spur gears which are manufactured by end mill 
according to radial cutting method in three-axis CNC milling machine. The results of his 
study showed that the cutting errors in the involute curve increase according to increments 
of module, tooth number, pressure angle and cutting angle. The impact of the operating 
conditions of the gears in the modern era (increasing efforts are being made to reduce the 
functional dimensions) as well as on the environmental protection (noise reduction and 
improvement of the medical-social conditions - vibrations) guided the research in the field 
of gearing to a higher level. The realization of these requirements is possible with the help 
of the modification of the gear tooth profile, both in the frontal and longitudinal planes. 
This allow to compensate the elastic deformations of the gear teeth, the execution and 
mounting errors and to locate the contact patch. Nowadays the design and manufacturing of 
the gears has as a base the computerised simulation of the meshing, using a Numerical 
Controlled Machine in manufacturing and for control a 3D Coordinate Measuring System 
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(Machine). Numerical simulation is a very effective method for simulation various 
processes in many domains. A multitude of problems in engineering was solved by Fine 
Element Analysis [7]. Many authors used numerical simulations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Nistor [8], 
had investigated the influence of gear geometry such as teeth number and the deformation 
mechanism by 3D finite-element analysis using FORGE software in terms of teeth forming 
and forming loads evolution. Based on these simulations, the experimental investigations 
were carried out to obtain a spur gear form with the good quality, using several billet 
dimensions. Berri et all [9] have introduced a developed simulator on rotational vibrations 
of a power transmission spur gear set with one cracked pinion tooth. The simulated outputs 
depicted precisely the experimental behaviours.  

2 Material and Methods 
Numerical research was carried out by applying FEM to determine the influence of execution, 
assembly and functioning errors on the correction depth of tooth gear (flank or correction 
depth) mounted asymmetrically between bearings. The spur gear is considered to be made of 
alloy steel, 41Mo Cr10. The cylindrical gears teeth are mainly loaded for bending and contact 
pressure. The load was made on the peaks of the spur gear teeth to obtain the maximum 
elastic deformation at bending during operation (deformation which influences the depth 
value of the gear tooth head modification). The Finite Element Analysis algorithm started 
from the gear tooth profile that was subjected to profile changes (correction of the head tooth 
gear). The gear tooth profile was obtained using the MAIN.CPP program. The MAIN.CPP 
program was developed in [10]. In this software, the 3D meshed model of the gear was made 
(Figure1), the limit conditions were placed, the forces were loaded and the stresses and the 
corresponding elastic deformations were determined. The gear model was then exported as 
DXF files for the ALGOR finite element analysis software. The force loading was made on 
the peak of the spur gear tooth as linear distributed forces over a band with a certain width due 
to the contact area between the flanks and they were not concentrated in points. The 
limitations of Algor's finite element program did not allow another representation. The elastic 
deformations occurring during the functioning under the load were determined by finite 
element analysis for each individual gear case. Execution errors, in particular those related to 
limit deviations for the pinion pitch and for the gear were taken from the Standards, and the 
assembly and execution errors were taken into account by the way the load was distributed 
over the tooth width of the gear. 

3 Numerical Researches with Finite Element Method 
It has been considered a cylindrical spur gear, with z= 30 teeth, module m=4 mm, loaded 
with 1500 N linear force distributed over the teeth, asymmetrically mounted on a shaft, that 
sustain onto two bearings.  

 
Fig. 1. The elastically deformed gear, asymmetrically mounted between bearings and loaded with 
linear distributed forces. 
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There were considered the following situations often encountered in practice classified 
by the ratio bcal/ b, (Figure 2) where: bcal represents the calculation teeth width and b the 
gear tooth width, in [mm].  

 
Fig. 2. The analysed algorithm. 

In the case of the elastically deformed gear, asymmetrically fixed between bearings and 
loaded with linearly distributed forces, when bcal <b (the gear is slightly loaded and / or the 
total deviation of the tooth direction has a high value), the values of the elastic 
deformations of the gear teeth are shown in Table 1, and the model gear- shaft, elastically 
deformed in Figure 3. 

Table 1. The values for the elastic deformation of the gear tooth in the case of loading with linearly 
distributed forces, bcal < b. 

Coordinates of points in the 
longitudinal plane of the 

tooth, [mm] 

Elastic deformation of the gear 
according to the applied force 

direction, [μm] 
0 5,606 

6,66 4,671 
13,32 4,045 
19,98 3,296 
26.24 2,567 
33,3 1,922 
40 1,49 

 
Fig. 3. The elastically deformed gear, asymmetrically fixed between bearings and loaded with linearly 
distributed forces, bcal <b. 

Analysing the values from Table 1, it can be observed that for the case of asymmetric 
position of the gear to the bearings, the maximum value was 5,606 μm, on the end portion 
of the gear from the side where is applied the force that creates the torque moment. 

The correction depth of the profile (Δa), determined with relation 1 [10], is 22,6 μm. 
ea bP

f          (1) 
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where: • δe. represents the size of the elastic deformations of the gear teeth under load; 
• fΣpb is the mean square deviation of the limit deviations of the pitches of the 

pinion and gear; it is calculated with: 
22

21 bbpb pp fff 

Table 2. The values for the elastic deformation of the gear tooth in the case of loading with linearly 
distributed loads, bcal > b. 

Coordinates of points in the 
longitudinal plane of the tooth, [mm] 

Elastic deformation of the gear according to 
the applied force direction, [μm]  

0 4,411 
6,66 4,243 
13,32 3,786 
19,98 3,234 
26.24 2,714 
33,3 2,253 
40 2,07 

For the bcal> b case encountered when the gear is heavily loaded and/or the total 
deviation of the tooth direction has a low value, the gear-shaft model (designed for the 
asymmetric position of the gear relative to the bearings) is shown in a elastic deformed 
state, in Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. The elastically deformed gear, asymmetrically fixed between bearings and loaded with linearly 
distributed forces, bcal >b. 

The maximum tooth deflection was observed on the end portion of the gear' tooth, from 
the area where the torque force was applied and it had the value of 4,411 μm. Thus, the 
recommended depth of head profile correction for this variant is 21,4 μm, calculated with 
relation (1). 

Analysing these values, it results that the elastic deformations for the gears teeth in case 
of loading with linearly distributed forces are lower for bcal>b. It means that the elastic 
deformations during operating time, in the case of the direction errors of the gear tooth (due 
to the executions or mounting errors), are lower and/ or the gear is strongly loaded. 

3.1 The Load Distribution Calculation on the Tooth Width 

The load distribution on the tooth width, when the force has a linear distribution is 
illustrated in figure 5 and the required formulas for calculate the distribution are presented 
in the following (3) – (9) relations. 
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The force linear evolution of the b width of the gear tooth can be described as a linear 
function, such as:  

nmxxp )(        (3) 

 
Fig. 5. The forces linear distribution, for the case b=bcal. 

By imposing the limit conditions, it results: 

b
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     (4) 

and equation (3) becomes: 

)1()( max b
xpxp         (5) 

The F force, which is applied on the tooth, can be calculated by: 

2
)1()( max

0 0
max

bpdx
b
xpdxxpF

b b

       (6) 

On the b width of the tooth, a number (n) of knocks is established, so (n-1) subintervals 
are obtained. The force corresponding to each subinterval can be calculated: 

)
2

1)((2 01
01int b

xx
xx

b
FF


      (7) 

The following recurrence formula was established: 

2)1(
)]}1([)1(2{





n

kknFFk
     (8) 

where k represents the subinterval numbers and Fk is the linear variable force on k 
subinterval. 

If is considered the case when b>bcal or b<bcal respectively, the linear variable force on 
every subinterval is calculated as follows: 

2
)]}1([2{

i
kkiFFk


       (9) 

where: bcal =ib / (n-1) and i represents the number of subintervals on the tooth width. 

The table 3 presents the linear distributed forces, calculated with the above presented 
formulas, applied into the knocks of the finite element network, within the FEM analyses 
performed for the considered cases. 
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Table 3. The values for the elastic deformation of the gear tooth in the case of loading with linearly 
distributed loads, bcal > b. 

 

4 Conclusions 
The paper presents a method of determining the value of the modification parameters of the 
teeth profile for a cylindrical spur gear in the frontal plane. Finite element analysis was 
used to determine the elastic deformations during operating. The spur gear was considered 
to be asymmetrically positioned between the bearings, a case commonly encountered in 
practice. Execution and assembly errors have been highlighted by the force loading 
distribution on the teeth width of the spur gear (distributed linear forces).  

Future researches will be orientated to perform studies which should lead to establish 
the following things: the influence of the tooth width load distribution on parameters value 
for gear teeth profile modification; the influence of the gear with respect to the roller 
bearings, on parameters value for gear teeth profile modification.  
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